
Paper or Foundation Piecing – Sew Many Methods! 

Mini Demo  Quilt North 2018  by Maria Newnham 

Methods 

1. Using copier paper, Carol Doak etc. paper, tissue paper, vellum, sew through the paper and fabric 

using a tight stitch.  Then use a wooden iron, coin, rubber tip of a seam ripper tool etc. to score 

the paper to remove the paper.   
 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Paper+Piecing+Tutorial+by+Jennifer+Mathis+of+Ellison+Lane

&view=detail&mid=5AD03552439B73ACB89D5AD03552439B73ACB89D&FORM=VIRE  

http://www.patchpieces.com/files/demoFPP.pdf 

https://www.connectingthreads.com/tutorials/Foundation_Paper_Piecing-how_to_video__D81.html  

https://www.generations-quilt-patterns.com/paper-piecing-instructions.html 

 

2. Use muslin,” Fun-dation” polyester sheets…sew with tight stitches and leave the foundation in! 

 

3. Use freezer paper to trace the block on the dull side or use a printer to copy the block.  Score 

sewing lines with tracing wheel or on machine without thread or use a postcard or mylar.  Bend 

back the sections, press the shiny side to the fabric piece and sew next to the paper.  Patterns are 

re-useable!   

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=the+sewing+place+paperless+paper+piecing+with+freezer+p

aper&view=detail&mid=62BB5B165DA7A4281D3162BB5B165DA7A4281D31&FORM=VIRE 

http://bryanhousequilts.com/2015/08/paperless-paper-piecing-tutorial.html 

 

4. An alternate way to use freezer paper…Cut out each individual piece of freezer paper (without 

seam allowances. (cut multiples for speed).  Iron on the wrong side of the fabric.  Cut 

approximately a ¼” around each piece.  Sew sections together next to freezer paper until block is 

done.  Trim ¼” from stitched seam.  Remove pieces, iron and reuse.  

https://www.connectingthreads.com/tutorials/Freezer_Paper_Piecing-overview__D62.html 

 

Free patterns 

Use your browser and type “free paper piecing patterns”… click on the tabs “All”, “Images” and “Videos” 

https://www.generations-quilt-patterns.com/free-paper-piecing-patterns.html 

http://www.caroldoak.com/free-quilt-patterns.php 

 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Paper+Piecing+Tutorial+by+Jennifer+Mathis+of+Ellison+Lane&view=detail&mid=5AD03552439B73ACB89D5AD03552439B73ACB89D&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Paper+Piecing+Tutorial+by+Jennifer+Mathis+of+Ellison+Lane&view=detail&mid=5AD03552439B73ACB89D5AD03552439B73ACB89D&FORM=VIRE
http://www.patchpieces.com/files/demoFPP.pdf
https://www.connectingthreads.com/tutorials/Foundation_Paper_Piecing-how_to_video__D81.html
https://www.generations-quilt-patterns.com/paper-piecing-instructions.html
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=the+sewing+place+paperless+paper+piecing+with+freezer+paper&view=detail&mid=62BB5B165DA7A4281D3162BB5B165DA7A4281D31&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=the+sewing+place+paperless+paper+piecing+with+freezer+paper&view=detail&mid=62BB5B165DA7A4281D3162BB5B165DA7A4281D31&FORM=VIRE
http://bryanhousequilts.com/2015/08/paperless-paper-piecing-tutorial.html
https://www.connectingthreads.com/tutorials/Freezer_Paper_Piecing-overview__D62.html
https://www.generations-quilt-patterns.com/free-paper-piecing-patterns.html
http://www.caroldoak.com/free-quilt-patterns.php


Tips 

 Cut the freezer paper so that it measures 8 1/2 by 11 inches, the same size as a regular sheet of printer 

paper. Iron the freezer paper shiny side down to a piece of regular printer paper -- this will stiffen the 

freezer paper sufficiently to send it through the printer. Use a cool to medium iron setting.  ***Run a 

test to see if your printer needs you to put in the freezer paper side up or down in the tray.  

 Don’t start with directional, striped fabrics…if you do…Aspirin or wine help 😊 

 If you accidentally cut the pattern or foundation – scotch tape holds everything in place. 

 Printer copy may be skewed a bit – just beware. 

 Hold pieces in place when sewing with pins (may be lumpy) or a dab of glue. 

 A dab of glue also helps hold large floppy pieces out of the way. 

 Remove the paper when all sides of the section are sewn. 

 A nice set-up is to have sewing machine next to cutting/pressing mat, rotary cutter and small iron. 

 Need help seeing the pattern and placement?  Put a sheet of white paper underneath, put a dome 

light under a glass top table or plexiglass machine table, head for a window on a sunny day or use a 

lightbox. 

 If the light source isn’t good, put a pin through the starting and ending points to check.  

 I love the “Add a Quarter” rulers but they are not necessary. 

 You can convert some of your traditional blocks into paper piecing.  Check out the link: 

http://www.caroldoak.com/userfiles/file/QNM%20Sept03.46,47,78_QNM.pdf 

 Sew a couple of stitches before and after the marked line. 

 Write the colors you want to use on your master copy before sending it through the printer – saves 

second guessing! 

 If you don’t want to measure exact fabric for each, keep a stack of each color fabric you are using 

(smallest on top).  When it comes time to grab a piece to fit your section, just go through the pile until 

you find the best size.  Label your piles of fabric with the number they will cover. 

 If you want to use oversize pre-cut pieces…add ¾” to the size or a rectangle or square.  For HST units, 

measure short side and add 1 ¼” to make a square and then cut into a diagonal.  Label your stacks of 

pieces with their numbers. 

 If you make a stitching mistake, use your seam ripper on the fabric side of the pattern. 

 

Notes: 
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